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Abstract

The common practice in distributed algorithms research was to assume that the computation time is zero, and assign
a cost only to the communication. This was justified at the times that the communication was the bottleneck of a
network. However, lately there has been a dramatic increase in the capacity of communication links so that we can
no longer make this assumption.

In this paper we fred optimal algorithms for distributed computation of "global sensitive" functions in the case
that the computation time is some given P, and the communication time is some given C. (Roughly speaking, a
global sensitive function is one that depends on each of its inputs.)
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1. Introduction

The common practice in distributed algorithms research was to assume that the computation time is zero, and
assign a cost only to the communication. (See e.g. [GHS83D This was justified at the times that the communication
was the bottleneck of a network. However, lately there has been a dramatic increase in the capacity of communication links so that we can no longer make this assumption.

In [CGK88] we have investigated the complement assumption, i.e. that of zero communication cost, with a
charge only for the computation. However, if the network covers long distances, then propagation delays may still
be significant. In addition, the speed of the computation may increase in the future. Thus it makes sense to analyze
distributed computations when the ratio between the computation time and the communication time is given as a
parameter.

In this paper we make the fast step, by analyzing the distributed computation of "global sensRive" functions in
the case that the computing time is some given P, and the communication time is some given C. Roughly speaking,
a global sensitive function is one that depends on every one of its inputs, though a more formal definition will be
given later. Most "natural" functions are global sensitive. In addition to their theoretical importance they arise in
many applications, e.g. call set-up [ACGKK90], directory search, parallel computing and more.

An optimal solution is presented for the above problem.

2. Model and Problem Definition

The communication network is represented by a graph (V, E) where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of
bidirectional communication links. We denote iV] by n, and assume, without loss of generality, that the nodes are
numbered 1, 2 ..... n. In this paper we assume that the graph is complete.

Messages are assumed to arrive within finite but unbounded time, For purposes of time complexity analysis,
we count computation and communication delays separately. (In the terms of [CGKg8I The computation delay is
the delay of the software, or system call complexity and the communication delay is the delay of the switching
hardware including the links' propagation delays.) In particular, we assume that the communication delays are
upper bounded by C time units and the computation delays arc upper bounded by P time units. (Note that these
upper bounds are introduced for the purpose of the time complexity analysis and the algorithm operates correctly
even if delays are unbounded.) Thus we define
•

Time Complexity - The time complexity is then the maximal time which may elapse from the algorithm starting
point to its end under the assumption that the hardware and software delays are upper bounded as described
above.
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We assume that each node i maintains some independent input value [, which is drawn from some finite alphabet.
A distributed algorithm is triggered at time 0 at all nodes. The algorithm terminates eventually at node 1. Upon
termination, node I should have computed the correct value of some function f(ll, I=,..., I,). f i s defined for all vectors o f length equal or smaller than n.

The function f i s defined to be:
1,

Associative-J~X, Y, LO = ~ X ~ Y,Z)) = f([(X, Y),Z)

2,

Commutative -J~X,Y) =I~YJ0

In addition f is global sensitive in file weak sense.

This means that there exit at least one input vector

7 = (It,/2 ..... I.) (which is called a global sensitive input,vector) such that for all j, (1 < j < n), if we define ~ to be
equal to [ except for the single input value Ij, then there exists some selection of lj such that J(l') ~ J ~ )

A global sensitive function in the strong sense was defined [ALBYg0]. There, the function must be different for
any two input vectors that differ in one entry value. Our definition of global sensitive in the weak sense captures a

larger class of functions including the bamc Boolean functions (OR, AND) and cases in which some input values
are not distinguishable.

3. P r o p e r t i e s

of Optimal

Protocols

During the execution of the algorithm messages are sent. We distinguish between messages that can affect the
final result and messages that cannot. A Causal Message is defined in the following recursive way. It is either received by node 1 before it terminates or it is received by some other node before that node sends a causal message.
Any other message is defined to be a non-causal message. It is clear from the definition that a causal message sent
over a link cannot be preceded by a non-causal message as we assume FIFO reception. If a message is received at
a node before a causal message has been received then, this previous message must be causal as well. Lemma I
shows that we can essentially ignore or suppress any non-causal message. We assume the operation of an arbitrary
correct algorithm that computes the function f.

Lemma/: Consider any arbitrary execution of the algorithm then, we can delay any non-causal message at a
node or a link for any arbitrary amount of time without changing the algorithm's results or its termination time.

Proof. The proof follows immediately from the fact that non-causal messages cannot be received before a causal
one at any node. Since causal messages cannot be sent after the reception of a non-causal message and since node
I makes its final decision only due to reception of causal messages the lemma holds.
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Lemma 2: Assume that a function f i s computed. Then, there exist at least one execution of the (correct) distributed algorithm in which every node sent at least one causal message whose information depends on its local input
value.

Proof. Let T be a global sensitive input vector and assume an execution under this input vector. Define the
termination time as T. By using lemma 1 we construct a new feasible execution of the algorithm by delaying all
non-causal messages that have been sent before T, to be received after time T. Since we are dealing with an asynchronous network, this execution is still a feasible one. We now focus on the new execution.

Let A be the set of nodes that have sent a causal message (we include node 1 in A as well), and let B = A'. If
B is empty then the proof is completed. If B is not empty than no message sent from B is received at any node in
A before T. This also means that the input values of nodes in B cannot affect the computation results before T.
Now assume the operation of the algorithm with a different input value for a single n o d e j ~ B. Since input values
of nodes in A are exactly as before, and no message from nodes in B are received until time T, repeating the exact
execution of the algorithm at these node is a feasible execution. This means that no matter how the input value lj
is chosen, node 1 terminates with the same result. This contradicts the correctness of the algorithm.

Following the results of lemma 2, for every correct algorithm (in particular optimal ones) there are executions
in which each node must send at least one causal message. From now on we will focus on these particular executions.

Let us further assume that message delays do not depend on their contents. Then the following Lemma 3 can
be applied.

Definition: A tree based algorithm is an algorithm where the function is computed over a predefmed rooted tree
(the same tree for all possible input vectors). The computation is done in the following: At initialization, all tree
leaves send their input values to their parents. Each node (which is not a leaf) waits until it has received a message
from all its children and then computes the partial function of its subtree and forward the result to its parent.

Since we assumed that message delays do not depend on their contents, a particular tree based algorithm will
have the same worst ease time-cost for all functions f and all possible input vectors. We are looking for optimal
algorithms in the worst case (over all executions and possible input vectors). Therefore, in order to prove the optimality of a tree based algorithm, it is sufficient to show that for any arbitrary correct algorithm that compute an
arbitrary function f there exists an input vector and a tree based protocol which is at least efficient as the original
algorithm (only for this particular input vector).

Lemma 3: For any function f a n d any correct algorithm that computes f t h e r e exist a tre~-hased algorithm with
worst case time and message delays betler or equal to that algorithm.
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Proof'. Consider some execution o f the algorithm for a global sensitive input vector. Confider the last causal
message that is sent by each node. Since this is the last message then, the causal path of these messages define a tree
rooted at node 1. (From the definition of causal messages this paths must define a connected structure. Since we
are dealing with the last causal message, this structure cannot have any cycles.) Similarly, each node must walt for
all its children last causal messages before it sends its message. Otherwise, some o f these messages will be non-causal.
This implies that this last causal messages process is equivalent to the operation of a tree based algorithm.

Now let us execute the tree-based algorithm over the above defmed tree (for all input vectors). This algorithm
is equivalent in its structure to the last causal messages sent by the original algorithm for a specific input vector.
Therefore, the tree based algorithm just introduced, has worst case message and time cost which is bounded by a
particular execution of the original algorithm (not necessarily the worst one). This implies that its time and message
delays are bounded by the worst case delay of the origlhal one.

Corollary 1: There exists a single tree.based algorithm which is worst-case optimal for all functions f.

4. Optimal Tree-based Algorithm
We assume that there are two worst-case delays associated with each message. We define C to be the worst case
communication delay and P the worst case system call reception delay. The communication cost, reflects the time
elapsed from starting the message transmission until it is received at the other hand. (This can be further split into
transmission and propagation delays.) The system call delay is the time it takes to process the received message and
accomplish the computation steps that are needed. We also assume that the initialization of the algorithm at some
node (if it is not via a message reception) takes one system caU - P.

We define an optimal (t,P,C) tree, as the rooted tree with the maximum number of nodes over which a tree-based
algorithm can compute any function l a n d terminates no later than t. Fixing P and C, we denote this optimal tree
by 07"(0 and the number of nodes in OT(t) by S(O. It is clear that the size of the optimal tree Ls a non-decreasing
function of t. C and P were defined as worst ease times. It is easy to prove that increasing any message delay in
the tree-based algorithm never decrease the overall time to complcte an execution. Therefore, we can assume that
in the worst case situation messages encounter exactly the maximum allowable delays (P and C).

Let us consider an optimal tree OT(t). The root of this tree is receiving causal messages from its children. It is
able to process all of them until time t. Let us observe the last message it processes. This message must be received
no later than (t-P) otherwise it cannot terminate at t. This in turn implies that the message must have been sent
before (t-P-C). In addition, assuming that messages are being processed in FIFO order, the root must have received
and processed all other messages by that time (t-P). It is also clear that:

S(O = {Oi

t<P

t<2P+C

(l)
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Let X and Y be rooted trees. We define the operation [j as an operation thttt get as input two rooted trees and
output a new tree in the following way. The rooted tree Z which is the result of Z = X U Y is constructed by
augmenting the root of Y (we add a directed edge) as a child o f the root X.

Since S(t) is a non decreasing function of t, this lead us to the following reeursive structure of the tree (
t > 2P + C).

(2)

OT(t) = OT(t - P) ~J OT(t - C-- P)

This also translates to the numerical equation:

(3)

S(O = S ( t - P) + S ( t - C - P )

Both the tree structure and size can be solved using the recursions defined by (2) and (3) respectively and by the
initial conditions (I). One has to compute OT(t - i(C + P) - j P ) for all it/such that t - l(C + P) - j P > 21' + C.
The simplest way to do it is by computing the values of t, to be considered, ordering them from low to high and
computing the structures and the values aeeording to this order. Basically we can restrict the computation to discrete
values of time that are in the form iP +jC. Other times t can be truncated to the highest value that still satisfied
t > iP +jC.

5. E x a m p l ~
1) New model - C = O, P = 1. We can assume only integer values of time. The equations take the following simple
structure:
t<l
t<2

(4)

OT(k) = OT(k - l) U OT(k - l)

(5)

S( 0 =

{01

This structure is a binomial tree [SCH81]. Solving for the tree size results in

(6)

S(k) = 2S(k - I) = 2k - I

2) Old model - C = 1, P = 0. It is easy to see that the recursion is blowing up. This is because using a star configuration we can add any number of nodes to the structure in order to get any tree size for t = 1.

3)C = l, P--- I
S(k) = {01

o~k) = o~

(7)

k<l
k<3
- i) ~j o r ( k •

(8)

2)
/

•

.

This structure is growing slower tlpan a bmormal tree. Solving for the tree size results in
S(k) = S(k - l) + S(k - 2)

(9)
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Via Z transform it is easy to derive the equation:
~Z

S(Z) = ~ S(k)Zk =
k ffi ~
Z 2 +Z - 1

(io)

Taking the inverse transform results in:
÷

S(k) =

~(2) k

(ll)

Note that these are the weU known Fibonacci numbers.

Computing the optimal time f o r a given size
Since the recursion is applied in the order of increasing value of time, one should just computes it for the discrete
values of time until S(t) ~ n. As was mentioned before we should use only values of time that are in the form of

iP + jC where i and j are integers. Since in the tree-based algorithm there are only n - 1 messages sent clearly:
i < n, j < n. Therefore, there are at most n 2 possible number of points that should be computed.

6. Conclusion
Our model is a generalization of both the model in [CGK88] and the model of telephone networks of [SCH81].

This paper also clarifies a certain point regarding the models for fast networks [CGK88]. In that paper we assumed that nodes do not know in advance the path to some remote nodes, However, if node v does know (or
learned) the route to some other node u (and no topological change has disconnected that route) then v could have
sent a message that reached node u costing only one system call (i.e. P). This might lead to the (wrong) conclusion
that once each node knows how to directly reach all other nodes, the difference between the old model and the new
class of models diminishes. The current paper demonstrates that even in complete networks, charging for the computation does make the model different than the traditional model.

An interesting open problem is to generalized the problem investigated here for other graphs.
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